
 

 

 

10. Rally Show Santa Domenica 

22. – 24. November 2019., Sveta Nedelja-Savršćak-Samobor 

PRESS RELEASE NO. 2 

 

 

 

There’s only 15 days away from the 10th edition of Santa Domenica's Rally Show. 

Although competitor entries are still ongoing, the number of entries is skyrocketing! 

Traditionally, the list of lightning-fast applications is populated by big motorsports names, 

exceptional cars, but also some new names of young speed enthusiasts who have chosen 

the Santa Domenica Rally to enter the world of the queen of motorsports, with often slightly 

weaker but not less attractive cars. The arrival of Gerald Rigler, who is coming from Austria 

with the Hyundai i20 WRC prepared by HMI - Italian Rally Team, is also worth mentioning. 

  

The Provisional Application List will be officially released on Thursday, November 14, 2019, 

and until then, enjoy the surprises it brings us. What RSSD brings is a gravel treat that will 

crown the rally season in Croatia in a spectacular way. Although it is to be expected that 

numerous drivers will take the opportunity to have fun in this race, it is, in fact, an 

extraordinary ground for combat that is rarely seen, because everyone wants to win RSSD 

gravel. 

  

To recall, this three-day event begins on Friday, November 22, 2019, with an RSSD party 

in a catering tent in the Service Park on Savršćak where competitors, organizers, and 

visitors will gather from 9:00 pm. 

On Saturday, November 23, after the technical inspection and verification for the 

competitors at 14:00 on the Savršćak near Samobor, the official driver training begins. At 

7:00 pm at Ante Starcevic Square in Sveta Nedelja, the selection of starting positions will 

follow and from 19:30 the ceremonial start as the official start of the competition. All 

participants of the rally will be presented along with the commemorative program. 

On Sunday, November 24, from 8:00 at the start in Savršćak in the Samobor area, an 

adrenaline show awaits you, led by the best drivers from all over Europe. During the day, 

there will be four speed exams (1 BI at 8:00 AM, 2 BI at 10:00 AM, 3 BI at 12:30 and 4 

BI at 14:30), and at the very end at 5:00 PM closing ceremony and prize giving. 

  

The entry list is still open, the gravel is ready, and the 10th Rally Show Santa Domenica is 

waiting for you! 

More detailed news can be found at www.rallysantadomenica.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Press & public relations officer 

Kristina Harapin 

Mob: +385 99 441 0259 

E-mail: media@rallysantadomenica.com 

______________________________________________________________________ 
The website www.rallysantadomenica.com is the official reference point for official information regarding 
everything about Rally Show Santa Domenica. The website is constantly updated with all information, 
addresses and news about this event. 
Official facebook page: www.facebook.com/RallyShowSantaDomenica 
Official Instagram page: https://www.instagram.com/rally_santadomenica/ 
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